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son's education he allowed him to be taken to school in
the unusual clothes of his own design. James appeared in
a tunic instead of a jacket, his square-toed shoes were
fastened with brass clasps instead of black tape, and he had
a frill instead of a round collar. After the first lesson he
was surrounded by the other boys who pestered and teased
him about his strange clothes. James replied to them
ironically in broad Galloway dialect. His singular clothes
and remarks prompted the boys to nickname him "Dafty."
When he arrived home after school his tunic was in rags
and his frill torn. He appeared to be amused and showed
no irritation. His biographer rightly remarks that his
behaviour orobably concealed serious spiritual wounds.
Maxwell did not lose and did not try to get rid of his
nickname during his school life. His peculiar remarks
and laughter were treated as signs -of idiocy.
For several years school did not touch his interest, which
remained in "Glenlair" and his aunt's' Edinburgh house.
He wrote elaborate illustrated letters to his father who
received them with affectionate understanding. When in
Edinburgh his father never tifed, of showing him things.
When he was twelve he was taken to see "electro-magnetic
machines" and to a meeting of the Edinburgh Royal
Society.
During this period his school-fellows continued to tease
him. Sometimes he turned on them and fought them with
demonic fury. His long friendship with Lewis Campbell
appears to have begun in the school yard after Lewis had
sided with him against tormentors.
At the age of thirteen he constructed models of "a
tetrahedron, a dodecahedron and two other hedrons whose
names I don't know" before he had begun the study of
geometry at school.
He learnt the game of diabolo and developed great skill
in it. Diabolo became a feature of "Glenlair" life and per-
sisted into his Cambridge days. His interest in .colour
tops grew out of it.
With adolescence his intellectual development grew
rapidly. He overcame his hesitancy in repeating lessons

